
Deep in the Appalachians, on top of Skeeter's mountain you'll �nd the world's �rst hillbilly casino,

Hillbilly Vegas, where Skeeter and his trusted animal companions will welcome y'all with traditional

southern hospitality. 

Play the main reels and get 5 or more Chips in view to spin the bonus wheel for a chance to play

Skeeter's ingenious improvised table games like Nice Dice, Moonshine Mayhem, or his ultra-generous

slots game. Other prizes include a Free Spins feature with prize pots, and a Big Win Chip which can

award up to 10,000x bet.

With its original theme, novel wheel mechanic and extensive feature depth, the game will appeal to

players seeking something different to the current sea of cloned games.
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Key selling points

Brand new game mechanic

Exciting wheel feature which can deliver a big win of x10,000

3 bonus features

Free spins feature

Paylines

10

Default bet size

€1

Default bet range

€0.20 - €100

Default max multiplier

X 10,003
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Global release

SEPTEMBER 15,

2022

RTP

95.5%

HIT Frequency

20.56%

Volatility

HIGH

Default Max win

€1,000,300



Target demographic

Players seeking higher volatility

Players looking for big win potential

Traditional slot players

Players who enjoy feature-rich games
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Game features

Bonus Wheel

The Bonus Wheel is triggered in the base

game by spinning 5 or more Chips symbols

into view. Different types of chips can appear

on the reels: Big Win, Free Spins and Bonus.

When 5 or more Chips have landed in view

they are transferred to the wheel, pre-

populated with green Dollar chips. The wheel

spins and one of the outcomes is awarded.

Possible outcomes are: Free Spins (up to 30

Free Spins), Big Win (up to 10,000x bet), Bonus

(awards one of 3 possible bonus features),

Green Dollar (up to 20x bet).
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Skeeter's Slots

The player is shown an old-style mechanical

slot, with 3 different Bar wins on a paytable.

The player presses the Spin button to spin the

reels, and any winning combinations are

awarded. A losing spin adds an X symbol,

shown as a chicken's egg dropping into a

nest. 3 losing spins ends the bonus feature.

Moonshine Money

The player is shown a screen with 15

moonshine bottles. They select a bottle by

touching it, and it smashes to reveal either a

cash value, multiplier, or an X symbol.

Revealing a cash value awards the value.

Revealing a multiplier multiplies the current

Total Win amount. Revealing an X ends the

bonus feature.
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Nice Dice

The player rolls a pair of dice, and the resulting

combined value is multiplied by the bet. The

individual numbers on the dice are added to a

panel showing the number 1-6. The player

continues to roll the dice, accumulating wins

until all of the numbers 1-6 have been rolled.

Free Spins

During Free Spins, there are 5 prize pots which

can be won from the Bonus wheel. Landing

the SPIN symbol in view on the centre reel

spins the bonus wheel. After each bonus

wheel spin, the prize pot values are increased

(until Mega Pot reaches 1000x stake). Extra

Free Spins can also be won from the bonus

wheel.
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Game rules

Welcome to Hillbilly Vegas video slot, featuring a bonus wheel, 3 bonus features and a Free Spins

feature.

ABOUT THE GAME

Hillbilly Vegas is a 5×3 video slot with 10 �xed paylines when 3 or more identical symbols land on a

payline starting from the leftmost reel will pay (or 2 or more of top paying symbol).

Wild symbols substitute for all symbols except Chip symbols in base game, and SPIN symbol in free

spins.

BONUS WHEEL FEATURE

Big Win, Free Spins, and Bonus chips can appear on base game reels. When 5 or more Chip

symbols land in view it activates the Bonus Wheel feature. The chips triggering the feature are

transferred to the wheel and any gaps on the 12 wheel segments are �lled with Green Dollar chips.

The maximum number of Chip symbols that can land on the reels is 12.

The wheel spins and whichever chip is in the top wheel position at the end of the spin is awarded.

The winning chips reveals a prize.

Green Dollar Chip can award a win value between 5x and 20x bet.

Big Win Chip can award win value between 100x and 10,000x bet

Bonus Chip awards one following bonus features: Skeeter’s Slots, Nice Dice, Moonshine Money.

Free Spins Chip awards 8, 10, 12, 15, 20 or 30 Free Spins.
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SKEETER’S SLOTS

The Skeeter’s Slots feature is awarded from the Bonus Wheel. The feature uses 3 reels and 1 pay

line. Press Spin button to spin the reels of 3 reel slot game (each spin is free).

Spinning Bar-Bar-Bar awards 5x bet.

Spinning Bar – Double Bar – Bar awards 10x bet.

Spinning Bar – Triple Bar – Bar awards 20x bet.

Spinning a losing combination adds a an ‘X’ to a 3-stage trail. Completing the trail with 3 losing

spins ends the feature.

NICE DICE

The Nice Dice feature is awarded from the Bonus Wheel.

Pressing Spin button rolls 2 dice. A value is awarded equal to the dice total multiplied by bet. The

dice numbers add to a panel showing the numbers 1-6. The feature ends when all 6 dice numbers

have been added to the panel.

MOONSHINE MONEY

The Moonshine Money feature is awarded from the Bonus Wheel.

15 moonshine bottle are shown. Selecting a bottle will reveal one of the following outcomes:

Value (between 1x and 20x bet); multiplier (x2, x3, x5); a Game Over symbol. Revealed values are

accumulated in the winnings; multipliers will multiply the current Total Win meter; Game Over ends

the feature.

The winnings displayed during Moonshine Money does not include any base game winnings that
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occurred earlier during that game; these are added to the �nal winning total at the end of the

feature.

FREE SPINS

The Free Spins feature is awarded from the Bonus Wheel.

During Free Spins, if a SPIN symbol lands in view on 3rd reel it triggers a wheel spin.

Up to 8 Wheel Spins are possible during Free Spins.

Possible outcomes from the wheel are: +3, +5, +8 Free Spins; Mini, Minor, Midi, Super and Mega pots.

After every wheel spin the 6 pot values are increased, until there have been 4 wheel spins.

If winning a pot outcome from the wheel, an extra free spin is also awarded. Possible pot values

are: (shown below as multipliers of bet)

Mega Pot = 100x, 200x, 300x, 500x, 1000x.

Super Pot = 25x, 50x, 100x, 200x, 500x.

Midi Pot = 15x, 25x 100x, 200x, 500x.

Minor Pot = 10x, 15x, 25x, 50x, 100x.

Mini Pot = 5x, 10x, 15x, 25x, 50x.

All wins in free spins are cumulative.

HOW TO PLAY

Press the Spin button to start the game.

HOW TO CALCULATE PAYLINE WINS

To calculate your total payline win, calculate all payline wins and add them together. To calculate a

single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence on the line. If three
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or more identical symbols are lined up, �nd the win value in the dynamic Pay Table. There you can

�nd the value for all symbols for 3 in a row,4 in a row and 5 in a row. Only the highest winning

combination per line is paid out.

GAME OPTIONS

Click the options icon to expand or collapse the options tray.

Pay Table – Find how much each symbol pays out, explanations of the game features, and

information on the paylines.

Game Settings – Change the game speed, sound on/off, and other settings. Game History – If this

feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay your last 10 game rounds.

Game Rules – Opens the rules of the game.

Game Panel Lines Active – Displays the number of lines.

Bet Level – Displays the current bet and accesses panel to change bet.

Spin Button – Places the bet and spins the reels. When the reels are spinning, the spin button

transforms into the Stop Button.

Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

Autoplay (If Available) – Allows the player to access the Autoplay panel to select amount of

autoplays and limits.

Winnings – Displays the win for the current or last win payout step. Credit – Displays the player’s

account balance.

KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS

Space Bar – Press the space bar to spin on desktop.
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RETURN TO PLAYER

The overall theoretical return to player is 95.50%

The maximum recorded win is x10,003 and happened once in 16 billion simulated game rounds.

RANDOMIZATION

The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certi�ed random

number generator. For more information, visit http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/about-us

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game

within 1 hour after interruption. After that time, any winnings from interrupted game will be added

to your account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be added to your balance

immediately.

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the support team of

your gaming website.
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Payout

High symbols

5 - €50

4 - €10

3 - €5

2 - €0.50

5 - €20

4 - €5

3 - €3

5 - €10

4 - €4

3 - €2

Low symbols

5 - €3

4 - €1.50

3 - €0.50

5 - €4

4 - €2

3 - €0.50

5 - €4

4 - €2

3 - €0.50

5 - €3

4 - €1.50

3 - €0.50

Extra symbols
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Big Win Chips are one of the 3

Chip types appearing on main

reels. 5 or more Chips in view

activate the Bonus Wheel, and

any Big win chips in view are

added to the wheel for a chance

to win a Big Win

Bonus Chips are 1 of 3 Chip types

appearing on main reels. 5 or

more Chips in view activate the

Bonus Wheel, any Bonus chips in

view are added to the wheel for a

chance to win one of 3 bonus

features

Free Spins Chips

are one of the 3

Chip types

appearing on

main reels. 5 or

more Chips in

view activate the

Bonus Wheel,

and any Free

Spins chips in

view are added

to the wheel for

a chance to win.

The Spin symbol

appears on the

centre reel

during Free

Spins. If Spin

lands in view it

activates a spin

of the bonus

wheel, for a

chance to win

one of 5 Pots or

up to 8 extra free

spins.
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The Wild symbol

substitutes for all

reel symbols

except Chip

symbols and

Spin symbol

(during Free

Spins).
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Menu - Closes the options panelA -

Sound - Allows the player to mute the soundsB -

Credit - Displays the current creditC -

Win - Displays the current creditD -

Bet - Displays the current bet amountE -
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Options Panel

Bet Select - Opens up a pop-up that allows the player to select their desired bet amountF -

Autoplay - Allows the player to set an amount of autoplays (where applicable)G -

Spin button - Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into

the Stop button.

H -
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Close - Closes the options panelA -

Paytable - Allows the player to access the paytable and game infoB -

Rules - Allows the player to access game rulesC -

Settings - Allows access to various game settings such as sound enable/disable and Bet

amount

D -

History - Enters the game historyE -

Lobby - Exits the game and returns player to lobbyF -

All dates and times are shown in Central European Time (CET).
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